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The enduring wisdom of the Tao Te Ching can become a companion for your own spiritual

journey.Reportedly written by a sage named Lao Tzu over 2,500 years ago, the Tao Te Ching is

one of the most succinctâ€•and yet among the most profoundâ€•spiritual texts ever written. Short

enough to read in an afternoon, subtle enough to study for a lifetime, the Tao Te Ching distills into

razor-sharp poetry centuries of spiritual inquiry into the Taoâ€•the "Way" of the natural world around

us that reveals the ultimate organizing principle of the universe.Derek Lin's insightful commentary,

along with his new translation from the original Chineseâ€•a translation that sets a whole new

standard for accuracyâ€•will inspire your spiritual journey and enrich your everyday life. It highlights

the Tao Te Chingâ€™s insights on simplicity, balance, and learning from the paradoxical truths you

can see all around you: finding strength through flexibility (because bamboo bends, it is tough to

break); achieving goals by transcending obstacles (water simply flows around rocks on its way to

the sea); believing that small changes bring powerful results (a sapling, in time, grows into a

towering tree).Now you can experience the wisdom and power of Lao Tzuâ€™s words even if you

have no previous knowledge of the Tao Te Ching. SkyLight Illuminations provides insightful yet

unobtrusive commentary that describes helpful historical background, explains the Tao Te

Chingâ€™s poetic imagery, and elucidates the ancient Taoist wisdom that will speak to your life

today and energize your spiritual quest.
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I want to say a few things to those who are searching for a modern understanding that gives you an

overall view of your humanity and the world. Derrick Lin's notes and explanations recognize

personal uniqueness and offers expanded insights of human capabilities and potential that is

inclusive of modern medicine, science and psychology from the East & West. It includes and

encompasses your inner world, your relationships, work environments, your culture, your

government, nature, and existence, whether you are a teenager, psychiatrist, scientist or CEO.I

have heard that every Fortune 1000 CEO has a copy of Sun Tzu's, "Art of War" on his desk. Derrick

Lin's translation of the Tao Te Ching will have significance in this way. The distinction between the

Art of War and the Tao Te Ching is that it is applicable for executives, managers and

employees.This specific translation of the Tao Te Ching is applicable to all management methods,

models and theories in all corporate settings. These include, but not limited to: small enterprises,

public (especially hospitals and senior care providers), not-for-profit organizations, all religious

organizations, government institutions like HUD and large corporations.I have lived a life of

obscurity, yet I have provided lectures and training, from time to time, to Psychiatrists, Medical

Doctors, scientists, trainers, and individuals, at hospitals, universities, corporate settings,

conference venues, churches and counseling venues. I have appeared on television locally and

nationally and on live radio throughout the United States in the field of Public Health.I have traveled

for many years, worldwide, searching for live teachers, when possible. I have meditated many hours

each day for these 30 years.
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